What Makes Everest Different?

EVEREST IS BETTER.
WHY?
VERSAVEND ONE PART DISPENSING SYSTEM

Everest's VersaVend, one moving part dispensing system eliminates virtually ALL the
moving parts our competitors use. Less parts equals less cost, less labor, less
downtime and an easier ownership experience.

ALL FEATURES ARE STANDARD AND NOT OPTIONS
We know you don’t like the car buying experience so we make virtually all of our
features standard. From water vending, water filtration, LED lighting and Credit Card
acceptance, bulk AND bag vending, it's ALL included!

EVEREST MACHINES MAKE 30% MORE ICE PER DAY
With our proprietary Cold Fusion component, an Everest Ice Vending machine will make
up to 30% MORE ice, everyday. In fact, an Everest machine can make up to 100,000
pounds more ice a year. That’s a lot more ice to sell!

EVEREST MACHINES VEND MORE ICE
ALL our competitors use an old fashioned, auger driven dispenser. That means up to
40% of their ice is stuck in the corners of their hopper. You can’t sell what you can’t
dispense. Our dispenser vends every last cube! Our 550 pound barrel has the same
amount of dispensable ice as an 800 pound standard hopper.

EVEREST ICE IS THE SAFEST AND MOST SANITARY
Everest’s proprietary Safe Ice system uses Ozone to disinfect the ENTIRE ice path,
from the ice maker all the way into the bag or cooler killing virus, bacteria, mold and
mildew. Ozone is 3,000 times more effective than chlorine and leaves zero residue.
Everest’s ice is the safest and cleanest ice in Ice Vending.

EVEREST OFFERS YOUR CUSTOMERS A CHOICE
BETWEEN BULK OR BAGGED ICE
Bulk or direct vend ice that’s dispensed directly into the cooler is what made Ice Vending
popular to begin with. If you don’t offer your customers a choice like an Everest machine
does, you can lose HALF of your customers. That’s a lot of lost sales!

WATER VENDING IS INCLUDED!
Buying a machine without water vending is like throwing money away. Why filter water
but not sell it? Water Vending allows you to have TWO revenue streams. And we
include it for FREE!

EVEREST CHARGES NO MANDATORY FEES
Most Ice Vending companies will charge you all sorts of ridiculous fees, from
maintenance fees, to franchise to licensing fees. It’s all an excuse to charge you more.
Sometimes up to $1000 a year.

EVEREST MACHINES PROTECT YOUR ICE MAKER
Some companies install your ice maker on the roof! That’s the most expensive
component in your machine exposed to the elements. Everest protects your investment
by installing it on the inside of the machine.

EVEREST MACHINES CAN BE INSTALLED ANYWHERE
At just 20 square feet, you can install an Everest machine anywhere. Up against a
building or out in a parking lot. At 8 feet tall it will get noticed.

EVEREST MACHINES ARE THE MOST CORROSION
RESISTANT
Everest machines hold up against the test of time by being built with stainless steel
and every inch of the metal frame is powder coated. If metal is not exposed to oxygen,
it CANNOT rust or corrode.

EVEREST DOES NOT USE REVERSE OSMOSIS
We use a 5 stage filter system that doesn’t require a holding tank, a sewer connection
or send gallons of wastewater down the drain. Just great tasting, clean water sterilized
by UV light.
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